This item can be used as a direct replacement engine for the 1:72 Academy/Minicraft B-29 Superfortress and the 1:72 Airfix B-29 Superfortress, but can be adapted for use in several other 1:72 scale aircraft kits.

Wash all parts in a mild dish detergent to remove any residual mold release agent. DO NOT USE HOT WATER, as the parts might warp! Carefully clean away all casting flash with a sharp X-Acto knife. Assemble as shown with either cyanoacrylate glue or 5-minute epoxy.

If desired, simulate pushrod tubes by adding .010” - .012” styrene rod or wire (not included) to engine. Locator holes are molded into crankcase.

Fitting engines into the 1:72 Academy B-29 Superfortress kit:
Place a .25” spacer between the back of engine and inner nacelle bulkhead.

Fitting engines into the 1:72 Airfix B-29 Superfortress kit:
Trace Part#182 onto .040” styrene sheet. Cut new styrene bulkhead, then place a .10” spacer between rear of engine and new bulkhead.
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